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While we continued to hope throughout the fourth quarter of 2015 that the slowing of economic activity we were experiencing would soon moderate, the revised (i.e., rebenchmarked) labor market data has rather abruptly informed us that things were not quite as rosy as what we had been led to believe. Payroll employment, or the number of jobs by Rhode Island firms, was actually revised higher in the new data starting in July of 2014. That’s about all of the good news. Even though employment was revised higher, its rate of growth has been both lower and slowing since September of last year. Worse yet, our original data indicated accelerating growth at the end of 2015. The revised data show exactly the opposite: instead of year-over-year employment growth approaching two percent, it actually fell below one percent!

Then there is the household survey, which gives us data on the Labor Force, Resident Employment, and the Unemployment Rate. Originally, we had been led to believe that our Labor Force had begun to increase on a year-over-year basis since May of 2015. The revised data show that Labor Force either declined or remained unchanged for all of 2015, which led to downward revisions to the Current Conditions Index values throughout the second half of 2015. Sadly, the decline in our Labor Force continued in January of 2016 as well. As for our Unemployment Rate, the statistic that everyone here pays far too much attention to, it was revised higher since September of last year. For January, it fell on a monthly basis from its upwardly too much attention to, it was revised higher since September of our negatives have been growing downwardly revised December value of 50 to 58. There was actually higher at the end of 2015 and our Labor Force continued to decline on both a monthly and yearly basis in January, falling back to its level in the second half of 2002! So, Rhode Island’s Unemployment Rate continues to fall for the wrong reasons.

Looking first at the four improving leading indicators, Total Manufacturing Hours, a measure of manufacturing sector strength, rose by 1.1 percent in January, its first improvement in a year (versus four with the prior data). Along with this, the Manufacturing Wage declined yet again, this month by 4.5 percent. New home construction, in terms of Single-Unit Permits, rose by 34.6 percent in January, only its fifth improvement since last June, aided partly by an easy comp a year ago. Employment Service Jobs, which includes temporary employment and is a prerequisite to employment growth, rose by 2.1 percent, among its slower growth rates in some time. Finally, New Claims, a leading labor market indicator that reflects layoffs, fell by 8.7 percent in January, assisted by a relatively easy comp one year ago. The lone non-improving leading indicator, US Consumer Sentiment, fell for only its second time in over a year, by 6.1 percent.

Retail Sales actually declined in January (-0.9%), following nineteen consecutive improvements. Private Service-Producing Employment, an indicator whose actual growth had been slowing, rose by only 0.8 percent in January. Government Employment fell again (-0.7%). Benefit Exhaustions, which reflects longer-term unemployment, declined by 21.7 percent relative to last year. Our Labor Force never had the recent yearly uptrend contained in the original data. Worse yet, it has continued to decline on both a monthly and yearly basis in January, falling back to its level in the second half of 2002! So, Rhode Island’s Unemployment Rate continues to fall for the wrong reasons.

Rhode Island began 2016 in much the same way it ended 2015: a slowing economy. What we only found out lately is that we are slowing from less robust levels of economic activity than existing data had led us to believe. Just last month, everyone was celebrating a fall in our jobless rate to 5.1 percent. Now we discover that our rates relative to our positives, four of the five leading indicators contained in the CCI improved. Unlike past months, where much of our weakness has been concentrated in our goods-producing sector, for January, weakness was fairly widespread.

THE BOTTOM LINE

Rhode Island began 2016 in much the same way it ended 2015: a slowing economy. What we only found out lately is that we are slowing from less robust levels of economic activity than existing data had led us to believe. Just last month, everyone was celebrating a fall in our jobless rate to 5.1 percent. Now we discover that our rates were actually higher at the end of 2015 and our Labor Force continued to decline on both a monthly and yearly basis in January, falling back to its level in the second half of 2002! So, Rhode Island’s Unemployment Rate continues to fall for the wrong reasons.